
Maximize video 
reach, quality & 
consistency
Your messaging is perfect—your video experience 

should be too. Take control with minimal configuration, 

distributing HQ video across thousands of devices.

VIDEO OPTIMIZATION
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Deliver high-quality video to 

everyone, everywhere at the 

highest possible bitrate — 

regardless of viewer location or 

network infrastructure.

Broadcast live video without 

fluctuation in quality, managed 

by our self-learning algorithms. 

Once set up, peer-to-peer 

requires no further configuration.

High-quality video 
for everyone

Built on existing 
infrastructure

high quality

P2P DISTRIBUTION
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WebRTC Installed

For the fastest video 

access, stream to any 

compatible browser 

without compromising 

on quality.

Get granular analytics 

and greater control 

over tests and caps 

with our native client.


H

Hive’s predictive CDN pre-fetching technology helps viewers build up an 

extended video buffer, which protects them from quality problems that 

can arise if the network suddenly becomes congested.

Uninterrupted viewing


STREAMING PERFORMANCE
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Stream flawlessly on your existing enterprise 

video platform without time-consuming 

configuration. Hive intelligently detects and 

connects to existing protocols to deliver 

high-bitrate video evenly across any network.

Integrating Hive is 
friction-free


quick start
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Our dedicated Customer Success team is ready to get you up and running 

with Hive in a matter of hours. While rolling out the Hive Agent is incremental, 

WebRTC doesn’t require anything but a browser.

Fast and simple activation and onboarding


onboarding


Create a seamless live video experience with three core products that work independently or in tandem.

Discover how our products work together

sales
 Activation

1-3 days7-30 days1-7 daysstart here

H

Extended buffer

Agent & WebRTC

CDN pre-fetching

Product and 
Process Info

Network

Readiness

Contract

Signing Deployment

Project

Ready

Live dashboard

Multi-platform support

Congestion control

Lessen load times for more 

seamless streaming with 

intelligently calibrated 

buffering.

Choose between 

instantaneous distribution or 

deeper analytics using 

quick-start watch options.

Ensure quality streams with low 

bandwidth loading due to 

pre-fetched live video segments.

Monitor streams in real time to 

catch and fix problem areas 

quickly and accurately, then 

create and view reports.

Set up without any further 

add-ons by integrating with 30+ 

top enterprise video platforms.

Notice where network load is 

impacting stream reach and 

address server blockage issues.



We are very happy with our decision to 

deploy Hive Streaming. The results are 

beyond our expectations and, as a result, we 

are confident in Hexion in embracing video 

communications internally leveraging Office 

365 and Microsoft Teams.

Dennis Ryan, Vice President & CIO


For years, our dedicated in-house R&D 

team at Hive Labs has been conducting 

intensive market research—resulting in 130 

streaming technology patents that keep 

Hive products innovative far into the future.

Our platform is an 
investment in your future

hive labs

Hive stores no sensitive data, including 

video data, PII, credentials, customer or 

partner information. It’s all safe behind 

your own firewall.

Nothing to steal
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